OTS ELITE
AUTO-TRACKING RADIOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

Excellence in Workmanship,
Best-in-Class of High Performance Medical Systems
The OTS Elite delivers maximum capability and is designed for use in hospitals high-volume orthopedics,
and free-standing ERs. Loaded with convenience features like rotational receptor trays, patient overhead
grip and table-top lock release and elevation handle, the OTS Elite stands out in the class of high
performance medical systems by offering the only 5 year parts warranty of its kind! Technologist-friendly
features, such as color-coded annotations and the ability to turn on or off the auto-tracking with the touch
of a button make positioning fast, improving patient throughput. Improve your patients’ experience…
choose the AMRAD® Medical OTS Elite.
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Optimally balanced ceiling mounted tube stand
makes for featherweight, easy movement
Ceiling mounted tube stand for maximum flexibility
Recommended ceiling height 9’ to eliminate any
positioning challenges
Perfect for facilities who want improved patient
throughput
Auto-tracking to elevating table and
wallstand

J1000 WALLSTAND

Ergonomic lock-release for ease of positioning
PA Hand grips for patient stability
Overhead Patient Grip for
positioning ease
Conveniently placed chin
rest ensures patient
comfort and aligns the
body to the receptor for
upright exams

Rotational receptor trays help to
protect your DR investment

S222 TABLE

650 lb. patient weight capacity
Whisper quiet for patient comfort when they
need it the most
Programmable working height to fit any situation
Recessed four pedal design provides easy
operation and patient safety

Smart Investment
The OTS Elite offers equal features and earns equal reimbursement to all
of more costly competition and all of this at 5 times the warranty.
Smart Decisions equal smart investments. Be Smart!
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